
Documentary risk

Lookmefx gives reasonable tips according to the possible risks in the

process of using the website. Users are requested to fully understand all

risks before using the relevant services provided by lookmefx.

1. Transaction risk

Users fully understand that the price difference contract trading has high

risk and may not be suitable for all investors. Before using the plug-in

link provided by lookmefx for bid ask difference contracts, users should

fully and carefully consider their investment objectives, financial situation,

investment needs and trading experience. Users may suffer more losses

than deposited funds in the course of trading differential contracts.

2. Platform risk

Users have a full understanding of the account opening platform

(trading service provider), and are fully capable of judging the security

and stability of the trading platform, and can independently negotiate

with the trading service provider to solve potential risk events.

3. Software risk

Users are fully aware of the potential or undetermined errors in the

software, and can bear the losses caused by possible transaction risks.



4. Data risk

Users fully understand the data will make EA transactions change, know

that the data may be delayed or delayed and other risks, and know that

the data has a certain degree of confidentiality and inaccuracy, and can

not be used as the basis for profit, and the user completely voluntarily

accepts the transaction results triggered by the data.

5. Other risks

Users are fully aware that the trading technology provided by lookmefx

technology / lookmefx is non industry standard technology, full of

uncertainty and uncertainty, and can accept and bear all the risks

existing in it.

Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. Any IB or

intermediary service provider is strictly prohibited from illegal marketing

or return to investors in the corresponding period.
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